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1) Jack weighed 223 pounds. He attended a !tness training programme for a couple

of months. If he weighed 216 pounds at the end of the program, how many

pounds did Jack lose in 2 months?

2) For each batch, a bottling company !lls beverages into 980 cans and bottles for

distribution. If 498 cans have been !lled per batch, how many bottles are to

be !lled?

3) Jim and Lilian invited 228 guests for their wedding. If 181 guests came for the

wedding, how many guests did not turn up for the ceremony?

4) A textile factory employs 978 workers. Of the total work force in the factory,

567 workers are semi-skilled. How many skilled workers work for the factory?

5) There are 340 animals in a zoo. Of these, 112 are kept at enclosures and the rest

move freely in the park. How many animals wander around the park?
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1) Jack weighed 223 pounds. He attended a !tness training programme for a couple

of months. If he weighed 216 pounds at the end of the program, how many

pounds did Jack lose in 2 months?

2) For each batch, a bottling company !lls beverages into 980 cans and bottles for

distribution. If 498 cans have been !lled per batch, how many bottles are to

be !lled?

3) Jim and Lilian invited 228 guests for their wedding. If 181 guests came for the

wedding, how many guests did not turn up for the ceremony?

4) A textile factory employs 978 workers. Of the total work force in the factory,

567 workers are semi-skilled. How many skilled workers work for the factory?

5) There are 340 animals in a zoo. Of these, 112 are kept at enclosures and the rest

move freely in the park. How many animals wander around the park?

228 animals

482 bottles

411 skilled workers

7 pounds

47 guests
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